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　　ln the previous issues of the Memoirs of Beppu university we have examined utterance

（1）through utterance（36）of a dialogue between David Larrabee and Sabrina Fairchild from

the 1954 American movie‘Sabrina.’ln the present paper we will begin with utterance （37）

of the dialogue， analyzing the intonations for their forms and meanings by means of Dwight

Bolinger’sprofiles.

（37）David:

Ｉ

%

　Ｓ Ｓ

　　　　　　　Au

（38）Sabrina:　　tomobiles ！

(Profile A)

(Profile A)

　　Utterance（37）as is spoken by David may be analyzed as an A profile with an accent on

ｶαss approached from above， i.e.the higher-pitched synable 7 ｡ 1f it is the case that there

is another accent given to the syllable 7 ，then the utterance should be analyzed as a B十A

contour.But even so， since the A starts lower than the tail of the B， the B and the A make

a tightly connected segment， and this tightly connected B十A segment can be viewed， in

effect，as a single A.I As a variation of this contour the lower-pitched A could be raised

above the B， but it would then show greater tension,2 that the speaker is‘keyed-up,’3 and

it would not make an appropriate contour to be used here｡

　　Utterance（37）could have， in addition to the possibiHty as a contour mentioned above，

the following three variations as single profiles:（a）a form in which the accent is approached

from below， （b）a form jn which anaccent fal】son / rather than on加ss，and（c）a form

in which the syllable y）αssis given the quality of a C rather than an A as it is pronounced with

more flatnesss near creak.

(a) 　　　ｐ’

ｌ　　　ａｓ

　　　　　　Ｓ．

（Ｐｒｏｍｅ Ａ）

(b)
ノ
ー

　　　pass

(Profile A)

１

（c）I

　　pass

(Profile C)
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　　　Of the three forms，（a）would sound that the speaker has a great eagerness and

wmingness to do the passing and therefore would not be an appropriate form to be used here.

Since（b）with an accent on 7 would sound either that too much power is given to the whole

utterance or that the speaker is singled out in a special contrastive way with someone else，

it would not be appropriate， either.And（c），especially when the syllable加ss is reduced to

genuine flatness or monotone， would sound that the speaker is giving up although he is not

very happy about it. There would be‘sadness’ or‘discouragement.’4

　　　The meaning of utterance （37）becomes clearer if we compare （37）with（c）.The

semantic difference between （37）and（c）is that （c）with a C profne suggests a certain

amount of discontentment on the part of the speaker， while（37）with an A profile is

basically a simple announcement by the speaker that he wm pass｡

　　　Utterance（38）as is spoken by Sabrina is an A profile with an accent on j4z4-. This is

‘a matter-of-fact giving of information’ or‘an unemphatic psssing of information.’5 This

becomes evident when we compare it with an alternative form that gives two accents to the

two synablesﾒ1z4- and －ゐj&s of this double-accent word to make a B十A contour. Especiany

when the A starts higher than the tail of the B of this contour， the speaker is‘keyed-up,’6

and the utterance would be more emphatic， not just an unemphatic passing of information.

(39)
David:　らlhh？

（40）Sabrina:

Chrys

脳r？

Ｙｅｓ－

　　　　　・ｅｒ　　　　谷d　　GJnera1 MJ)t(7rs　　Rj)Hs‾R(ﾌ;yce‾

　　　Chrysl　　and Fo and　　　　　　　　　　and

　　The interjection OK? ilnutterance （39）is a B profne. BOlinger says that when jz is given

a B profile，“it becomes a questionand then it does hew to the fact， expecting an affirmative

response and an explanation,”citing the following example:

Ethel turned down the job. －Oh? －Yes， she was already booked up solid.7

　　　lnutterance (39)，0j2? has the same characteristic of a question but it is a confirmation

as well， since it is a question directed to the speaker himself and the answer is to be given

by David himself， conforming to Sabrina's information that her father is in the automobile

business.The response actually given by David is Cj娩ys&∃y，which is carried on an A profne

as is expected.

２



　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ル天沁ザル郊ﾊﾞ加辿�砂,39(D97)

　　The profiles used for utterance （40）are listed below under their respedive accented

syllables:

　　　　　　　　K?s，C/zりs＆γαjij F∂7jα7�Ga2gy�ﾉぼ�Qysどz7�ji?∂a一刄のﾉ託－

　　　　　　　　　　　　　C　　　　　　B　　　　　B　　　　B　　　　　　B　　B

This is a list of the names of four car makers. The first one is given a C profile， while the

rest are given a B profile or a B十B contour. ls there a difference between the first one and

the other three? Examining their forms first，the first one Cjzりs＆y is different from the rest

in that it is approached from above， i.e. the synable lls is higher-pitched， while the other

three are all approached from below， i.e.the syl]able£z7�is lower than the following

accented syllables. Accordingly the first one is a C while the rest are all B's.

　　ls the difference in forms paralleled by a difference in meaning? Of the four car makers，

only Cみりs&?y has been mentioned previously by David， so that it is not a newly introduced

item.lt is not that a C can not be used to bring in new information.“Profile C can be used，

as A is，to bring in new information， but usuany not as new information. Thatis，it suggests

familiarity of some sort or other."8 ln other words， the C here is appropriate because it

impHes ‘foreknowledge.'9 ln this particular utterance， it may have such implications as‘You

mentioned it yourself，so l see you already have that knowledge' or ‘You're right in

mentioning Chrysler,'which can also be interpreted as‘reassuring approval，'another impli-

cation that Bolinger describes for a C.10

　　The remaining three items F∂yj，Ga認ﾀ�μ∂1θ7･s，and Ro函-j?のﾉａ∃have either a B or

aB十Ｂ．Ｔｈｅ Ｂ十B contours are used for unity of the compounds and they are equivalent to

single B's. So the sequence of five B's after the C in utterance (40)is virtuany a succession

of three single B's on three coordinated items， the second and fourth B's being employed for

their tying-in effectsll with the third and fifth B's， respectively.Concerning the use of a

succession of B's BOlinger states: “The multiple B'sare rnost conspicuous in successionsof

coordinated elements， typically series."12 To mention one minor point， the last item Ro函－

裁乃nHn the series has a dropback between the two B's that make up the compound. Bolinger

says “A succession of monosynabic B's wm tend to have intrasynabic dropbacks because of

the need to reset for height."13

（41）David:　ls your

father

（42）Sabrina: Well you

on the

Ｂｏａｒｄ

mlght　say

of Di

ｒＵｎＳ

he

redors

　　．　Ｓ
ｔｈｌｎｇ

of

λH　those昌mpani

es？

ln utterance（41）weseetheuseof B’sfor a question. Bolinger says，“SuccessionsofB

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－3－
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profiles are common， especially on questions， and as the principal motion is in a single

direction－up－some accommodation in the form of a dropback is often necessary.” ln this

utterance there are three dropbacks， so no additional height need be gained in the second B

onB6aydor in the third B on j函?d∂s or in the fourth B on all，but the fifth B on a万幼心一s

carries the motion up.15

　　　Before analyzing the intonation of utterance （42）we win first examine the lexical

meaning of g�las is used in utterance （42）.Bolinger lists ll different meanings of gJ and

we win find that the fifth on the list，namely，‘extenuation’16 fits in with utterance （42），

where Sabrina implies that David wm find she is not entirely wrong if David could grasp the

real sense of her words. ln accordance with Bolinger’s description that “the usual intonation

is B十AC，common in expressions of diffidence （‘willwhat l am saying be accepted?’），”i7

utterance（42）has basicany the same B十AC.lt has nearly the same shape as the utterance

Bolinger mustrates:

You didn't wash the car!－We11， 1 put out the garbage. (Wasn't that enough?)

Wel1 1
put out

　　　gar

the　　bage’18

(Ｂ十AC)

ln both utterances， z4ﾉgljis unaccented and it forms part of the ground for the fonowing B.19

The only minor difference is that in utterance (42)both of the two words r回and油f収s seem

to be accented， so that the original AC part is replaced by two profiles A十C. Bolinger

admits that there are pairings that reveal a close kinship between AC and A十C.20

（43）David:　I

bet

ｍｙ

broth
ｅ「

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Cer　　　　‾｀J

(44)Sabrina: He　　t3i�y　　es

into

（45）David: They

Ｌｌｎ　　　　．

　　ｕｓ　ｋｎｏｗｓ

Ａｓａ

　　town
　　　　　　togeth

er

d

Jo？

him.

matter of
仙ct

’they
qulte often

drlve→

４



　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　jWa面ｓ･び召ゆ畑む咄･ａｓ･ね･,.9μ剱刀

　　Utterance（43）isA十Ａ十Ａ十A.The third A is given the highest pitch since this ca�es

the most important message. The first sentence of utterance （44）Hg cgyta1･,雨虎sisA十

AC with accents on Ｃｅγ-and does.Concerning the use　of AC，Bolinger states:　“The

inconclusiveness of the AC...leaves it up to the hearer to draw his own conclusions.”21

Here Sabrina does not conclude her statement with finality employing an A， but leaves it up

to David to draw his own conclusions. ln other words， Sabrina suggests that David could

easily get access to his brother to nlake sure.

　　The second sentence of utterance （44）ﾒ1sαa2治,･が西ｄ，油り卯画一凹みfa z’,21.

/∂z抑2畝収油gy may be ana】yzed as A十Ｂ十Ｂ十Ｂ十CA.The phrase /ls α回どz治７以西d has

A十B，with accents on 回心-and西d，and the B at the end links thjs phrase to the following

main sentence 法のに7Mz･か敏i?j2画面g函1∂1∂zも･lzたＷｄん?y.Concerning this use of B Bolinger

states:

　　　　　Probably the most frequent Hnkup is between a B and any other following

　　profile，since B by definition does not contain any downmotion steeper than a tilt．

　　and generaHy rises. Example of B十Ｂ十A:

Tj＆row l'm
staying

ｈらn
le.22

　　The main part of the second sentence of utterance（44）油り卯画一回心fa一助助za

たWi?1&?yhas accents on 9�ね?，jyfa?and助況謂carried on a B十Ｂ十CA contour. There is no

dropback between the two B’sso that the second B is on a higher pitch than the first.The

utterance ends with a CA profile.“CA is an intensification of A， common in emphatic

discourse”23and this applies to utterance（44）making it an emphatic statement. The CA of

this utterance also “occurs as the final turn in a conversation.”24 Thus Sabrina does not

reply to David’squestion 7■りj∂?which foHows. The CA gives an Tm temng you this

because l am quite sure about it，so you need not ask me any further question concerning this

matter’nuance｡

　　Given utterance（44）with CA by Sabrina， utterance（45）is not so much a question that

expects an answer as a signal of agreement or acceptance. And the high pitch of B at the end

is to be understood as‘keyed-upness’ of the speaker.

(46)
Sabrina

Striight through　　　　　　　　　　.

　　　　　　　　　　　　to the ga .　　p】ease.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　rage，

　　Utterance（46）consists of a B十Ｂ十C contour with accents on sZg4μz/，浹ｇｇ一，ａｎｄ

り司μ?forthe main part of the utterance which is a direction，and a B at the end for the

accented tagμazs,?.The accented synable －mgeofgの･碍lg is somewhat prolonged and the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一一5一一
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quality of a monotone may be noticeable. According to BOlinger a B十C downskip with

monotone suggests‘indifference’25and it “is encountered on utterances where the speaker

assumes imperturbability.”26Sabrina apparently assumes calmness in contrast with David’s

perturbability，and she is being indifferent by not responding to David’sutterance above.

The tension of the finalpitch of the B on μazsg“registersasaparticular degree of emotion

under control,”27Sabrina being quite imperturbable and joyfully concerned only with being

brought home.

(47)

David:　I

feel　so stupid　l could

rlght

(48)Sabrina: Yo11'11 be 2111
ｌｎ ａ

kil

ｎｌｌｎ

　　　Ｕ

1
myself

te H/

ｘｖｅ
ａｒｅ

　　　Utterance（47）is an A十Ａ十A contour with accents on/k/，辿4－ and ゐ･･IZ，andit has the

shape of a typical “unmarked” utterance. Like many such utterances， the last accent is the

most important having the status of a rhematic accent.28

　　　The first sentence of utterance （48）y一7Z＆�Z yz励16h2s函z幽isA十AC.Among

the various uses of AC， Bolinger lists‘emphasis’ including ironic emphasis， and ‘admoni-

tion.’29 The second sentence 召i?gz4μ?zzn?has a C十A contour， with accents on &?n?and,2n?.

To quote Bolinger regarding this contour,“the ultimate effect is that of the A: the speaker

starts out with restraint but his feelings get the better of him and he expiodes an A.”30

（49）David:
　　　　look

Now

not

Fm

　　pull

just　　ing that

ｓｏｍｅ　　　　　ｆ６

　　　ｗｈｅｒｅ ｂｅ　ｒｅ
９ ”

Ｙｅｓ，

We

ｈａ

ｖ･

（50）Sabrina:
Ｉ　／ｏ

　ｄｏ‾｀

61d hne　“Hav

　　　　　of

　　　　　　Yau

e　met some

eny
Ｗｅ

ｍ瓦→

　　　　　　　　　9

don’t l;ve h6re
’

　　The first sentence of utterance （49）A/,つz4ﾘ,つd，7’s slβsl鋤ZI池gl知1必y崩･2 Q/^

“jﾓjizz･a2’zz4ﾉ召71zd s∂ﾀ9認認知ｎ?&面nj”is not ambiguous as to the placement of accents. The

speaker is obviously sure where to place accents and the hearer can identify them. The

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－6－



　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　μa2a･･ys of Bゆ卸ｔ.7㎡a�ち･,3斑丿剱刀

accents are on look， 11ot，1)R11－，old，Z函,ﾖ，み,2詑，。d，s∂｡2,?-，and 一面廻.But “ambiguity is

found between whether to interpret a profile as a B or an A.”31 Thus with the given

configuration above， one cannot ten whether to regard &っ∂ゐasA or as B. As A， it reHes on

the following synable 7’謂for the downskip required by A. But that fall in pitch could as

readily be a dropback from a B.32 VVith θM there is no such ambiguity; the profile is B， since

it is closely linked with a認which follows. The sentence ends with ゐφ鰐，which is

unambiguously an A profne， since it is an assertion with finality｡

　　The second sentence 呼;?&zz,召謂,?ls∂別ざ?‥.iscut short when David finds something else

to say. This is an A profile with an‘accent of power’ or‘accent-for-affirmation’33 on み,2z79.

The use of an‘accent of power’ makes the whole sentence emphatic although the tail of the

A has a truncated falp4 due to its being cut short｡

　　The third sentence of utterance （49）yQzaZ回’り涵りzgg could be A十C，but “The C of

the A十C may develop an extra B profile on the upglide.”3s Thus &?抑is given an independent

B profile and is “accented by length and intensity as wen as by configuration ［i.e.by

pitch］”，and the “implication: it has not been mentioned before” 36 becomes clearer by this

addition of a B profile. That is to say， David emphasizes that it is Hke a new information

to him since he never thought that Sabrina lives there｡

　　Utterance（50）ns，7ゐmay beanalyzed as B十COr asA十C，depending on how you

consider the unstressed synable 7 （i.e.whether it is a dropback from a B or a downskip

required by A）.lt is probably better to consider it as B十C，since among the examples of

utterances given by Bolinger we find 聚り四心血がlanalyzed as having B十C，where the

speaker assumes imperturbability.37

（51）David

（52）Sabrina:

Ｉ

Ｈ，

　１

live hJre

neigh

bor!

　　Utterance（51）//涵りz,m,may be analyzed as A十A，with accents on 7 and ＆,9.But

since the first A gets the greatest separate attention， the contour may have been reduced to

a single A on 7 for sacrifice of an accent to a nearby focal meaning.3s

　　ln utterance （52）涅i，。z一加,ｾﾞthe last synable －ゐθ,･，whichis ordinarny unstressed， is

given an accent. As a result， the vocative M,gなjzゐ∂71usuany carried on a single C profile，

develops an extra B profile so that this utterance as a whole has the contour A十Ｃ十B with

accents on Hi， M4gjz- and －ゐ∂y.VVe had A十Ｃ十B for the the sentence yQz4 j∂72jllfz尼＆??1?

of utterance （49）above.ln（49）the B had a rising tail，whereas in utterance （52）the B has

a level tail. VVhile the rising tail of a B may suggest arousal or enthusiasm， the level tail or

monotone “is most appropriate in an‘l told you so’sense,”as BOHnger describes with the

foHowing example:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－7－
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You

see ？ 39

- [the underscore indicates that it is a monotone]

　　　Thisconcludes an analysis of the intonation of a dialogue from the 1954 American movie

‘Sabrina.’The text of the dialogue was taken from VVatanabe， Y.et a1.，Ff/謂sα1�瓦複1治ゐ

（1992）listed in REFERENCES. lntonation transcriptions are mine｡

　　　ltwas an exciting experienceto find how the intonations given by WilHam Holden （as

David）and by Audrey Hepburn （as Sabrina）fit in closely with Bolinger’sdescriptions of

intonation，which in turn shows that they are not only a great actor and actress but a superb

intonologist.

p.1. 1.13

p.3. 1.9.

p.3. 1.22

p.3.n.89

p.4.1.22.

ｐ．６．１．９

p.6.1.16

ERRATA TO MEMOIRS OF BEPPU UNIVERSITY， 36(1995)

　　　wrong:　　sophisticatedwoman

　　　right:　　　sophisticatedlooking woman

　　　wrong:　　made to to stand out

　　　right:　　　madeto stand out

　　　wrong:　　I'dlike to question you as to み∂zむ.

　　　right:　　　I'dlike to question you as to z4Jj2∂.

ERRATA TO MEMOIRS OF BEPPU UNIVERSITY， 38（1997）

　　　wrong:　　Bolingersays‘itis ...etc.’11

　　　right:　　　Bolingersays “itis ...etc.”11

　　　wrong:　　asawhole

　　　right:　　　asa whole

　　　wrong:　　with accents on l,7z,zs－and Z･∂y一一

　　　right:　　　withaccents on lsi2s－and たz-.

wrong:　　lt's an interfer
ometer.30

right: lt’s an lnterfer ”“l
eter.30

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　NOTES

1.Dwight L. Bolinger，7MZθ72,2Z忌詞α詞丿画乃2咄（StanfordU.P.，1986），p.293

2.Bolinger，772必蹴2治J12α1�jからRzyls，p.288.

3.BOlinger，7Mぬ772�iﾀ2α詞,y血s乃z?右，p.48.

4.BOlinger，77zZ∂72�忌詞，21�画fをzyls，pp.230-31.

5.Bolinger，7�az�fa2，2Mj画乃z吋s，p.48.

6.Bolinger，7�∂72�fa2 aMj fls乃2yls，p.48.

８
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7 . Dwight L， Bolinger，佃必回心7H27�砥ags，（Stanford U.P.，1989），p.275

8.Bolinger，/郭必7z�j併2どzMjz･ZsRzyZs，p.279.

9.Bolinger，/MI∂郭,21jθ72どzMd砥jlzMs，p.278.

10.Bolinger，ﾉ耐θM,zlj∂72927�111s石2池;，p.279.

11.Bolinger，/�∂M�j∂Mどz7�z･ZsRzyZs，p.169.

12.BOHnger，方債刀1,21j併2どzMj砥石2yls，p.291.

13.Bolinger，7耐ほz,2/jθ郭どz7�jlsR2池;，p.291.

14.BOHnger，7耐θlz£zZj∂Mど27�砥石2yls，p.306.

15.BOHnger，7耐∂郭心だθ72z2Mj 砥Rzyls，p.307.

16.Bolinger，7耐∂M�j∂郭，27�砥rﾉs6，p.327.

17.Bolinger，7耐∂郭�一郭どz7�砥ぴ辿s，p.327.

18.Bolinger，7耐∂郭�j∂郭どzMj砥£ﾉsa，p.327.

19.BOHnger， 7郭励郭£z治J72どzMj砥£ﾉWs，p.337.

20.Bolinger，7郭/∂郭�必72zzMj 砥石zyls，p.192.

21.Bolinger，7耐Qmz岳用心7�砥石zyls，p.325.

22.Bolinger，7郭たJmzだQM ，2ﾀ2jf訟石2幼;，p.262.

23.Bolinger，7耐θmz121,つ72心Mj砥石2yls，p.181.

24.Bolinger，7耐∂郭�fa72心Mj f£sRz吋s，p,156.

25.Bolinger，7耐∂郭α治用の�砥石2yls，p.320.

26.Bolinger，7MIQmzだaj2心郭,y fls乃2?右，p.320.

27.Bolinger，/MI∂郭心だθj2zz7�fZs乃2y£s，p.312.

28.Bolinger，ﾉ耐∂Ｍ�ｆθ郭心ｍｙ砥石27右，pp.49-50.

29.Bolinger，7耐∂郭�f,つj2，27�政s石z?右，p.182.

30.Bolinger，7MI∂郭�j∂22心－yなsj9αﾀﾞls，p.302.

31.Bolinger，7M.励郭心だ∂jl心ﾀ�ilsRz池;，p.186.

32.Bolinger，ﾉ耐脚詔＆謂£謂,y砥石2池i，p.188.

33.Bolinger，7郭かｍ�八万2心Mjjls /11yZs，p.128.

34.Bolinger，7耐脚2�八万2£謂丿池沢2yls，p.146.

35.Bolinger，石zた用α治用£謂丿砥712y£s，p.317.

36.Bolinger，右2た謂,z治万2a2j砥石2夕右，p.317.

37.Bolinger，石zlθM�j∂j2αj2j砥71zyls，p.320.

38.Bolinger，7珀!θ縦㎡θj2心ﾀ2j砥Rzy£s，p.295.

39.Bolinger，/MI∂mz治用αﾀ2j iZs 71zy£s，p.228｡
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